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inborn necessity to make the effort brings with it much of
the certaminis gaudia and saves the naturalist from being
wholly miserable, perhaps even allows him to be fairly
happy in his daily work."
This passage proves that Thomson was aware of his own
tragedy and that he was afflicted by the divine discontent,
and was a truly great man.
After a long career of almost unparalleled fertility and
honour, in which he published over six hundred papers on
original research and scientific discussion, and patented
seventy inventions including several of the most important
produced in the nineteenth century, was honoured by two
hundred and fifty academies and societies and accumulated
a large fortune, he found the word failure most suited to the
description of his career. What did he mean? Most of
his hearers thought that his speech was a simple expression
of modesty.
The theme of Thomson's intellectual life was a search
for a comprehensive theory of material phenomena, the
construction of "a great chart, in which all physical science
will be represented with every property of matter shown
in dynamical relation to the whole."   He assumed that the
complete description of material  phenomena was  to be
derived from the common objects of experience; atoms
must behave according to laws that had been derived from
the observation of quantities of matter comparable with
the size of the human body.    He supposed that physical
science was to be fitted exactly into the engineer's concepts
of nature.   With lifelong persistency and with the expendi-
ture of prodigious intellectual power, Thomson sought to
force the physical concept of nature into the moulds of the
engineering imagination.   His early paper on the analogy
between the propagation of electrical forces and the trans-
mission of strains in an elastic solid, contained his most
brilliant and inspiring success in that endeavour.   But he
could not be satisfied with a partial analogy; he desired a
complete analogy with engineering ideas.   Unlike Maxwell
he could not accept the helpful part of the analogy and not
be bothered  too much by the inconvenient part.     He

